Abstract
Introduction
Processes' have to be evolved for many reasons. The major reason is the occurrence of errors made during initial modeling. But even processes modeled correctly also often have to be changed after enactment. For instance, this may be due to changes in the environment or the need optimization. Both cases require process evolution, especially for distributed and long-living processes. Generally speaking, we distinguish between corrective, perfective or adap-*This work has been supported by ESPRIT Project Process Instance Evolution (PIE) under sign 34840. ' The terminology used in this article corresponds to that defined in [6, IO] .
tive reasons for process evolution (corresponding to the traditional kinds of software maintenance). Basic techniques for process evolution include the following:
Monitoring
Together with its environment, the process has to be monitored in order to detect process-internal andexternal problems.
Proposing solutions
After identifying the need to evolve a process, solutions eliminating the problems detected have to be generated.
Decision and risk analysis
In order to select the most promising alternative from a pool of previously generated solutions, they have to be compared with each other, especially with regard to their risks.
Implementing the alternative selected
Finally, the alternative which seems most promising has to be implemented, requiring actual change.
These techniques can only be applied to long-living processes if the following is considered: often the process cannot be aborted or suspended, such as the core process of a company. This means changes have to be made to a currently enacted process. Each technique has to consider the current state of the process, which may differ from the state in which the problem was first observed.
This article focuses on decision and risk analysis and describes a technique for comparing several possible alternatives with respect to the risk of two process parameters, throughput time and total costs. Throughput time refers to the time needed to finish a process. Total costs refer to the costs incurred by the process until its end. The main concept of our decision and risk analysis is to determine probability distributions of these parameters for the various alternatives based on their process models. This article describes an algorithm for calculating the probability distributions of these parameters for a given process. These probability distributions can be used to compute simple risk measures such as the expecred value and the variance [2] of the distribution, or the more complex value-at-risk measure [9] used in finance. Having computed such risk measures, the utility [13] of each alternative can be determined taking into account the preferences of the process manager. A useful side-effect of the algorithm is information indicating opportunities for process optimization and also the likelihood of such undesirable situations as a deadlock.
The technique proposed in this article was developed within the ESPRIT project Process Instance Evolution (PIE) [ 5 ] . The aim of the PIE project was to elaborate concepts and a software platform for evolving human-intensive processes. The application of the technique within the context of the PIE project is described in [3] .
In the next section of this article, related work is discussed. In the third section, the algorithm used in our approach is introduced and its applications are described. In section 4, the approach is demonstrated using a software process example. Finally, section 5 gives our conclusions.
Related work
Almost every decision problem is associated with risk due to the uncertainty of the real world. Despite its importance, there is no standard definition of the term risk and its interpretation depends on the context [7, 9, 111 
Algorithm for risk analysis and process optimization

Representation of a process
The technique proposed in this article for analyzing a process requires a process model which does not need to include information concerning data flow. The algorithm requires as input a process model which only defines the control flow of the process and additional information describing the current state of the process. Therefore, the graphical representation of the process model used in this article is quite simple, consisting of rectangles and edges between them. Nodes in the graph represent activities of the process. Each node possesses two attributes. One of which represents the costs of the resources required for the execution of the activity. The other represents the time needed to finish the activity under consideration.
Control flow within the process is represented by edges connecting the nodes. Since an activity can have different outcomes and the subsequent activity may depend on the outcome, a node can have more than one outgoing control flow edge. In these cases, each outgoing edge is augmented with a probability to indicate the likelihood of taking a particular branch. Obviously, the sum of the probabilities attached to the outgoing edges of one activity has to be exactly 1 and in the case of only one succeeding activity the probability attached to the edge corresponds to 1. In our approach, the state of a process is represented by a set consisting of the currently executed activities. Activities which are not contained in this set are not executed and are considered to be idle. In addition to the two parameters time and costs of an activity, the set of currently executed activities also maintains two other parameters for each activity. One of these parameters is the probability of entering the activity and the other the costs incurred by the process enactment until entering the activity. Thus, the cost and the probability parameters attached to an exit node in the set of executed activities give the corresponding values for finishing the process at that particular node.
Process time schedule
The technique proposed in this article is based on an algorithm to gather process time schedule information. A process instance time schedule is a set consisting of items which indicate the end of process enactment. The items have attributes for total costs and for the probability of finishing at the corresponding time. The algorithm generating the time schedule is given in figure 1 . The basic idea of the algorithm is to consider every possible execution thread of the process simultaneously. Starting with the set of executing activities characterizing the current state of the process, 
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Figure 1. Algorithm for analyzing process instances
the currently terminated activity is deleted from this set. Its subsequent activities are inserted either in the set of executed or waiting activities, depending on the availability of the required products and resources. Each time the final activity of the process is deleted from the set of executed activities, an item indicating this event is inserted into the time schedule. The item contains information concerning the total costs and the probability of that event. After finishing the execution of an activity, the set of waiting activities is searched for activities that have become ready to start, i.e. the required products and resources have become available. This loop is executed until the set of executed activities is empty, i.e. there are no further threads of execution in the process. At this point, a non-empty set of waiting activities indicates a deadlock situation. The probability attached to each activity in the non-empty set gives the likelihoodof the particular deadlock situation.
Computation of probability distributions and risk measures
The output of the above algorithm, i.e. the time schedule for a particular process, can be used to determine the probability distribution of both the throughput time and the total costs. In order to obtain the probability for a particular time or cost value, the time schedule is queried for that value. If After having identified a probability distribution, statistical measures can be used to define appropriate risk measures. As mentioned above, the expected value and the variance [2] of the distribution, or the more complex value-atrisk [9] defined on the basis of the distribution, can be used as risk measures. Based on such risk measures, a utility function [ 131 can be defined, taking into account the preferences and the risk aversion of the process manager. Thus, selecting an alternative involves computing the utility of all available alternatives and then selecting that alternative which dominates all others.
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Process optimization
The results of the algorithm can be used for three kinds of optimization. Firstly, the set of waiting activities of an optimal process instance should always be empty. Generally, a waiting activity indicates that the throughput time of a process instance can be decreased by synchronizing predecessor activities. Secondly, optimization can be achieved by analyzing the set of executed activities. A process instance can be effectively improved with respect to throughput time and total costs by improving those activities that appear frequently in this set. Thirdly, the parameters of a process instance which determine the shapes of the probability distributions for throughput time and total costs are known. Thus, the shapes of these probability distributions can be formed as intended by altering these parameters. Specifically, this optimization can be automated if symbolic expressions are computed for the various probabilities.
Software process example
Example: software testing
The example used to explain the algorithm is a software process model covering test activities. The process model is given in figure 2 in the form required by the algorithm. This figure shows the process in its initial form (solid drawn lines) together with an extension (dashed lines) which aims at improving the initial process. Each activity in this figure is augmented with two values: the first (second) indicates the time consumed by the corresponding activity within the initial (revised) process. Obviously, since activity Determine Test Adequacy did not exist in the initial version, only one time value is given. Furthermore, probabilities are attached to edges. Again, the first probability gives that of the initial process and the second that of the revised process. The objective of the analysis is to compare these two version of the process, the initial process and the extended process, with regard to the time required for testing.
The initial process consists of five activities: Seeding arttjicial Errors, Generating Test Cases, Testing, Coiinting ArtiflcialErrot-s and Debugging. The initial process starts with seeding artificial errors into the program under test. The objective of seeding artificial errors is to obtain an estimate of the number of errors remaining in the program after testing [17] . After seeding errors, test cases are generated. In the initial process, test cases are generated randomly, which although cheap in terms of cost and time inefficient in terms of detecting errors. After generating test cases, the program under test is executed with these test inputs and failures are registered. To determine the quality of the test cases, the artificial errors detected are counted. Depending on the number of the detected artificial errors, either test case generation is repeated or the testing process is finished by debugging, i.e. removing all detected faults.
After carrying out several test proccsses according to the initial model, the tester recognizes that test case generation has to be repeated several times in order to achieve a sufficient quality. The reason is obvious, generating test cases randomly. Therefore, the tester tries to optimize the process by generating test cases systematically by white-box techniques. Generally, white-box techniques require generating test cases on the basis of the source code which fulfill a certain control or data flow criterion.
But before changing the process, the tester has to deter- mine which process will lead to savings, at least in time.
Even in this simple example it is almost impossible to predict which alternative dominates the other.
Determining the probability distributions
As explained above, the basic idea of the algorithm in figure 1 is to consider all possible threads of the process enactment simultaneously. Since the number of all possible threads might be very large, only those with can occur with at least a probability pthres are considered . In our case, pthres was set to 0.01 for the analysis of the processes. After calculating the process time schedules of both processes, probabilities of equal time values are cumulated to a single value. The probability distributions obtained in this way are depicted in figure 3.
Using the risk measures for decision making
In our simple example, the revised process dominates the initial process by shorter throughput times being more likely than in the initial process and high throughput times being less likely as in the other case, as shown by the probability distributions. This is also expressed by the expected value p and the variance U' of the distributions.
In this simple case, a decision can be induced solely on the basis of the expected value and the variance, since the revised process dominates the initial process in both parameters. However, it is also possible that one alternative dominates the other with respect to one parameter and vice versa with respect to the other parameter. In these cases, preferences of the process manager can be used to calculate the utility [ 131 of an alternative to compare with those of other alternatives. For instance, the process manager might be risk averse, i.e. the process manager would prefer the alternative having the least risk, although other alternatives can dominate this alternative with respect to the expected throughput time or total costs.
Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed a technique for analyzing processes to determine the risk of certain process parameters and to support the process manager in decisions related to process evolution. The technique requires a process model which only defines control flow within the process. Since this information can be easily provided for most processes, the technique is applicable to a wide variety of processes. Furthermore, the technique is automatable. After having entered the process model to be considered, the analysis of the process is carried out automatically.
The proposed technique was developed within the ES-PRIT project Process Instance Evolution (PIE). As mentioned above, one of the objectives of the PIE project was to develop a software framework for process evolution consisting of several components. One of these components is the decision support component which is based on the proposed technique.
